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Abstract 
 

Recently, with the development of technology, computer vision research based on the human 

visual system has been actively conducted. Saliency maps have been used to highlight areas 

that are visually interesting within the image, but they can suffer from low performance due 

to external factors, such as an indistinct background or light source. In this study, existing 

color, brightness, and contrast feature maps are subjected to multiple shape and orientation 

filters and then connected to a fully connected layer to determine pixel intensities within the 

image based on location-based weights. The proposed method demonstrates better 

performance in separating the background from the area of interest in terms of color and 

brightness in the presence of external elements and noise. Location-based weight 

normalization is also effective in removing pixels with high intensity that are outside of the 

image or in non-interest regions. Our proposed method also demonstrates that multi-filter 

normalization can be processed faster using parallel processing. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent technological developments have promoted research on computer vision based on the 

human visual system [1, 2]. The human visual system recognizes and processes detailed and 

selectively prominent visual stimuli within a given scene, which can then be used to efficiently 

locate certain objects or areas of interest and to complete complex vision tasks, such as 

understanding the scene [3-5]. As such, research seeking to emulate this process is active in 

the fields of cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and computer vision, with a variety of 

potential applications, including CCTV, traffic control systems, games, and smartphone 

applications.   

   An image that shows a high-intensity salient area that is visually interesting is referred to as 

a saliency map. In the salient area, the brightness, color, and orientation between the 

background and the object are defined in other areas. In general, humans focus on salient areas 

within an image. Saliency maps were first introduced for situational awareness and image 

resizing.  A method for automatically generating saliency maps was first published by Koch 

in 1985 [6]. Later, research on object tracking and clustering was actively conducted using 

saliency maps. Feature maps are generated using texture, color, and contrast and then 

combined to produce a single image using enhancement and normalization. However, objects 

and the background in saliency maps may have similarities in color, or it may be difficult to 

distinguish between objects and ambiguous backgrounds that contain external elements such 

as the sun, forest, and the ocean.   

Saliency maps can be used to efficiently search for necessary data from a variety of media 

types, including images and videos, and to automatically extract objects of interest. However, 

it is difficult to extract an object from an image when there is little difference between the 

object and the background or when there is interference by external elements. To overcome 

these issues, we propose an approach to generate improved saliency maps by generating high-

level feature maps with filtering using a fully connected layer. The proposed method generates 

a min/max contrast map and an existing color map to increase the difference in the contrast 

and color between the background and the object of interest. This method can strengthen the 

boundary between the object and the background when compared to using only a color map 

and an intensity map in an image where the boundary between the object and the background 

is indistinct due to the presence of external elements. 

We create high-level feature maps through texture filtering, orientation filtering, and 

normalization processes and combine them in a fully connected layer. A local-based 

normalization process that calculates the weighting of the center position of the feature maps 

to generate a saliency map to emphasize the salient region near the center is then employed. 

In addition, because iterative calculations are required for filtering, normalization, and weight 

calculation, parallel processing is used to reduce the calculation time compared to previously 

proposed saliency maps. 

2. Related work 

2.1 Saliency map 

Areas that have a high difference in color, brightness, and directionality and that are visually 

interesting are referred to as salient objects. In general, a viewer focuses on salient objects 

within a scene [7-9]. Models that identify salient objects were originally created for use in 

situational awareness and resizing. Computer vision research into the automatic tracking of 
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salient objects was first introduced by Koch, while a representative study is the saliency map 

proposed by Itti. Saliency maps are a grayscale image in which the salient area of the original 

image is expressed using the pixel intensity. Many studies have used saliency maps to identify 

salient objects and understand human visual attention. Recently, a significant volume of 

research has been conducted in the fields of cognitive psychology [10, 11], neuroscience [12, 

13], and computer vision [14-16] to improve complex visual information processing, such as 

understanding a scene.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Architecture of saliency map 

 
Itti explained the human visual search method using the feature integration theory. This 

theory is based on biological structures and has since become the basis of several models for 

salient objects. The model proposed by Itti uses Gaussian pyramids to decompose an input 

image into eight scales based on features such as color, brightness, and orientation. Feature 

maps are then generated for each of these scales based on the difference and contrast between 

the center and the surroundings. The feature maps for each scale are combined to create 

normalized conspicuity maps, and these are then linearly combined to generate a saliency map. 

The most salient areas have a higher brightness, and the results are presented as a contrast. 
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There are two main approaches to creating a saliency map: bottom-up using the internal 

information (i.e., intrinsic cues) of the image, such as brightness, color, contrast, and texture; 

and top-down using external information (i.e., extrinsic cues) obtained by learning the 

relationship with similar images. The bottom-up method is the most widely used of the two. 

A common requirement for methods that do not utilize learned information is that there be a 

strong difference in color and brightness between the object and the background. This method 

is used for intuitive, explicit, or implicit salient object detection when the salient area has a 

high contrast with the background. However, the salient area may not be displayed using this 

approach when the difference in the color, brightness, and directionality of the pixels between 

the background and the salient area is too small or subject to external interference. In this paper, 

we use min/max contrast to maximize the difference between salient areas and the background. 

This improves the performance for images of the same color with less brightness and contrast. 

2.2 Fully connected layer 

Fully connected layers, in which one input value is used to extract various features through 

multiple filters, are widely used in convolution neural networks (CNNs) [17-21]. In general, 

multiple filters are employed to extract and learn features. Because a single image has several 

features, it is difficult to extract and learn features using only one filter. Thus, multiple filters 

are needed to extract multiple features from an image. A layer composed of filters that extract 

different features is useful in determining the composition of these various features within an 

input image. 

An important issue when employing a fully connected layer is determining how to classify 

the features extracted using the multiple filters and what representative features to select. A 

variety of methods for representative feature extraction from a fully connected layer in a CNN 

have been suggested, including max pooling [22], average pooling [23], L2-norm pooling [24], 

and subsampling [25]. Of these, max pooling is most often used, while the softmax [26, 27] 

function is most often used for multi-classification, as compared to the sigmoid function, 

which has only true or false values.  

 Our proposed method employs repeated filtering and normalization through the fully 

connected layer. Normalization removes noise and lowly weighted values and strengthens 

strongly weighted values within the saliency map, producing results that are similar to those 

for the softmax function in image processing. 

2.3 Location-based normalization 

Evaluating areas of interest and the importance of objects is useful in computer vision tasks 

such as image classification and object tracking [28-31]. In general, objects and regions of 

interest have various vectors for different colors, contrasts, and orientations when compared 

to the background [32]. The most common methods for extracting and classifying vectors 

extract mathematically validated features and calculate their weights. However, these methods 

produce results that differ from those produced by humans when evaluating the importance of 

the areas of interest and objects because there is a high probability that the boundary between 

the background and the object will include noise and vectors from non-important objects.  Our 

proposed approach thus mathematically calculates weights according to the pixel location. All 

pixels in the resulting image are calculated using a normalization process, with the weight 

increasing for pixels closer to a specific location. 
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2.4 Canny edge filter 

The Canny edge filter is an algorithm developed by John F [33]. Canny in 1986 to remove 

gray-related edges while finding contours within an image. This filter consists of several steps. 

First, a Gaussian filter is used to smooth the image. Second, a Sobel filter is used to calculate 

the magnitude of the gradient vector. Then, in order to obtain a thin edge, it is converted to 0 

using a convolution calculation, except for the pixel whose magnitude is the maximum value 

in the gradient vector direction. Finally, two thresholds are used to extract the connected edge, 

with the edges connected from the high to the low threshold. In this paper, each edge image is 

created from an image in which the color and brightness have been separated. 

2.5 Laplacian filter 

A Laplacian filter uses the second derivative to determine the strength of an edge after the first 

derivative is used to identify the presence or absence of an edge [34]. A Laplacian filter using 

the second derivative blurs low frequencies and emphasizes high frequencies, thus it is 

excellent in representing the strength of an edge. In this paper, this filter is used to reveal the 

edges of different intensities in images separated by color and brightness. 

3. Model 

Generally, color images of various resolutions are used as input images. The proposed model 

generates a high-dimensional feature map via filtering using a fully connected layer following 

the structure of a conventional saliency map. The input image is subsampled with a Gaussian 

filter to calculate an eight-octave image reduction factor in the 1:1 range of 1:256.                                                      

    Each feature map is filtered through the fully connected layer and then calculated using a 

series of linear "center–surrounding" operations similar to the visually receptive region. 

Human visual neurons are most sensitive to small centers, while the neural response to non-

center areas (i.e., the surroundings) is suppressed. The structure of these neurons is particularly 

suitable for detecting prominent positions in the periphery and is similar to general cortical 

principles. Center–surrounding operations calculate the difference between the fine scale and 

the warp scale. The center is a 2, 3, 4 scale image, and the surroundings are a 3, 4 scale image. 

The difference from the image of the scale shown in A is used to calculate the difference at 

the same position. 
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Fig. 2.  General architecture of the model 

 

3.1 Feature extraction 

Feature extraction in our proposed method uses a different color and contrast map than 

previous saliency maps to generate a Gaussian filter. The color feature creates four channels 

(R, G, B, and Y), similar to previous saliency maps. The R, G, and B channels are normalized 

to separate tones. Broadly tuned color channels for R, G, B, and Y are generated. 

The contrast feature produces two contrast channels. A min/max contrast map is generated 

through histogram expansion and contraction for contrast enhancement and suppression. The 

center–surrounding operations generate a feature map between the center fine scale c and the 

surrounding coarse scales. 

The first of the feature maps represents the color channel known as the "color double-

opponent" system of the cortex. Human visual cells have a property in which, if one color is 

reacted to, another color is suppressed for the following pairs: red/green, green/red, 

blue/yellow, and yellow/blue. Therefore, an RG (c, s) feature map is generated for red/green 

and green/red and a BY (c, s) feature map is generated for blue/yellow and yellow/blue. 

 

    
( , ) | ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) |

( , ) | ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) |

RG c s R c G c G s R s

BY c s B c Y c Y s B s

= − − −

= − − −
                     (1) 

 

A second feature map is constructed by calculating the weights of the min/max contrast map. 

The min contrast map obscures the strong boundaries of the image but removes small, 

ambiguous areas, and the max contrast map enhances the boundaries between the object and 

the background. Therefore, the weight of the area that is strongly observed in both is calculated 

to generate the feature map C(c, s). 
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3.2 Improved saliency map 

In general, saliency maps indicate salient areas (bold) using the weight of scalars from all 

positions of the image (field of view) and guides the priority based on this. It uses bottom-up 

inputs modeled in a similar way to neural networks with a combination of feature maps.  

However, because all feature maps are combined, some feature maps contain noise. Also, the 

salient areas that appear on many feature maps may not be visible in regions with surrounding 

noise and in inconspicuous areas. 

Fully connected layer filters employ Canny, Laplacian, and Gabor filters. Canny and 

Laplacian filters can be used to emphasize areas with high frequency connected edges. After 

the center–surrounding process, the results of the Canny and Laplacian filters are calculated 

with the same weights. Finally, the feature map created using color and contrast can be created 

as a result map by emphasizing the four angles that humans react sensitively to using the Gabor 

filter. The existing saliency map has proposed a normalization method that combines feature 

maps to emphasize areas that are commonly noticeably and eliminate the noise that appears in 

some feature maps. This paper presents location-based normalization from the center. In 

general, it can be defined as an important object that has a large difference in image size, color, 

brightness, and directionality, and an object closer to the center of the image reacts more 

sensitively. It presents normalization in which pixels near the center of the image are 

emphasized after estimating the salience of the color, brightness, and orientation for each 

position. 

 

(1) Normalization emphasizes the salient area of the image. 

(2) The values in the map are normalized to a fixed range [0..C] in order to determine 

different weights according to the distance from the center;
( , )

2
xy

C W H
C =  . 

(3) The map is multiplied by | ( , ) |C D x y−   

 

In this paper, we produce a saliency map that combines the feature maps created using the 

fully connected layer with repeated normalization. Filtering with a fully connected layer 

produces many feature maps and requires significant processing time. If the generated feature 

maps are combined using normalization, the process time can be reduced. The noise of the 

features generated after filtering can be eliminated and emphasized. The combined result map 

removes noise and less salient areas. The normalization combination method uses an across-

scale combination to create conspicuity maps, which are combined feature maps. 

3.3 Parallel processing 

Filtering through the fully connected layer requires more time for normalization calculation 

because more result maps are produced than in traditional methods. In this paper, we employ 

parallel processing using multi-threads to overcome this problem. By processing convolution 

calculations that repeat normalization in parallel, the processing time can be effectively 

reduced. Therefore, high-resolution images can be processed efficiently. 
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4. Experimental results 

We employ a test environment with a Ryzen 4.2 GHz processor and 16 GB of memory. An 

input image of 1280x1024 is used, and the processing speeds for different image resolutions 

are compared. The min contrast results blur the contrast and borders of the area of interest but 

tend to blur the background and noise. The max contrast results exhibit a large difference in 

the contrast and boundary between the areas of interest and the background. Using our 

proposed method, common and strong boundaries are observed in the min/max contrast results. 

Fig. 3 shows the results of emphasizing the boundaries that appear strongly in the min/max 

contrast map. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Input image (top), min contrast image (middle) and max contrast image (bottom) 

  

We compare a conventional saliency map with the proposed saliency map. Improved 

performance is observed for an image in which the contrast and the color differences in the 

area of interest are small. Fig. 4 shows the image focused on the object (bright pixel) than the 

previous method in the result of the proposed saliency map as the result image of the original 

saliency map and the proposed saliency map. 
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Fig. 4.  Input image (top), original saliency map image (middle) and proposed saliency map (bottom) 

 

To evaluate the performance of location-based normalization, an image is binarized to show 

only the bright areas, which are denoted as important areas. We compare the binarized images 

using the minimum threshold. In Fig. 5, it can be confirmed that important objects are vague 

or not represented in the binarized image for the conventional saliency map. Fig. 6 presents a 

binarized image for the proposed location-based saliency map. It can be seen that the important 

objects are clearer than with the conventional saliency map. 
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Fig. 5.  Input image (top), original saliency map (middle) and binarized results (bottom) 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Input image (top), proposed saliency map (middle) and binarized results (bottom) 

 

The conventional saliency map using the Gabor filter resulted in a delay in the processing 

time when generating the directional feature maps for all eight scales. The proposed method 

can reduce the number of feature maps by filtering and normalization using the fully connected 

layer. Fig. 7 displays the processing times for the proposed and conventional methods, which 

exhibit similar results. 
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Fig. 7.  Processing time of entire process of our method for each image resolution 

 

Finally, the processing time using parallel processing was evaluated. Iterative filtering and 

normalization lead to longer computational times. Fig. 8 shows that there is about 30% 

improvement in the processing time in generating the experimental results when using parallel 

processing with a CPU. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Processing time of parallel and single computing for each image resolution 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed an improved saliency map that utilizes three major techniques. The 

first is to create a feature map using a fully connected layer. This method is designed to show 

the features that each feature map has for other intensities. The second is the use of min/max 

contrast and color. Creating a feature map using contrast has been shown to remove noise and 

small objects and create strong object boundaries. Also, we used location-based normalization 

to calculate weights for a particular location. The closer to the center, the bolder and stronger 

the image is. Outside objects and areas are thus removed to focus on the central object and 

area. Finally, by implementing a new model that eliminates unnecessary calculations, 

calculation times that are similar to the conventional method are possible. By parallel 

processing the iterative calculations for normalization, a large-capacity image the calculation 

time of the data is shown.  
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